
Driver Name Date

FILL ALL FIELDS

cm: cm: cm: cm: cm:

A B C D E

F G H L M

Take the circumference 
measure

Take this measurement from 
bone to shoulder bone 

Take this measure in the 
largest part of the breast 
and under it 

 
Take this measure at belly 
button level

Take this measurement around 
the hips at the largest point, 
about 22/23 cm from the waist 

cm: cm: cm: cm: cm:

cm: cm: cm:

Start from shoulder bone 
until wrist bone 

Start from notch of neck (A) through the crotch until 
lower vertebra of neck (B). The measuring tape must do a 
turn complete from A to B 

Measure it at the largest part 
of thigh, should be around 
10 cm from crotch  

Start from the lower 
vertebra of the nape (B) 
up to the waist 

Take it from crotch to ankle Measure it at the 
largest point 

 
From waist to ankle bone  Starting from the notch of 

the neck (A) up to the waist 

Take your measurements with a cloth 
measuring tape. Be precise. 

HRX don’t take responsability 
for erroneous measurements.

I certify that the measureshere 
are been taken correctly. 

Signature

For to take correct measures, 
it should put a tape at the 
waist at the level of the belly 
button, a ribbon to use as 
a reference. Have someone 
to detect themeasurements 
to be taken preferably 
wearing the underwear. 

No add cm at measurements 

HEIGHT (cm)

WEIGHT (kg)

DESIRED
FITTING

POCKETS

close

yes no

standard
loose

  NECK CIRCUMFERENCE   SHOULDER WIDTH     CHEST CIRCUMFERENCE     WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE     HIP CIRCUMFERENCE

 SLEEVE LENGHT

N TOTAL CROTCH LENGHT O   INTERNAL LEG P   BICEPS CIRCUMFERENCE

  THIGH CIRCUMFERENCE     REAR LENGHT     LENGHT LEG     FRONTAL CHEST LENGHT

USUAL SIZE IN 
FIREPROOF CLOTHING 

hrxtech.eu info@hrxtech.eu 
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